
European customers’ shopping 
habits have evolved . . .

�e D2C Formula for
B2B Growth
Direct-to-consumer (D2C) selling can be 
a game changer.

In Q4 2020, eCommerce sales in 
Germany rose by 17.5% from the 

same period in 2019.2 

Meanwhile, 
eCommerce is likely 

to make up 27.5% of 2020 
retail sales in the UK.3 

March 2020’s YoY
eCommerce growth in Italy  

exceeded 100%.1

of UK shoppers will not return 
to pre-COVID shopping habits4

88%

growth (to €185 billion) in top 500 European 
online retailers’ sales over 20205

~17%

. . . and these 
changes may 
be lasting.  
88% of UK shoppers say they will not return to their 
pre-COVID shopping habits.4

�e 500 largest online retailers in Europe grew sales by 
almost 17% to €185 billion over 2020, according to Digital 
Commerce 360’s ‘Europe 500’ ranking.5

RXBAR’s recipe 
for D2C success
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�inking about direct-to-consumer sales?
Start with Magento Commerce to master

 the art of customer acquisition.  

www.magento.com
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A growing number of B2Bs are asking themselves, 
‘Why don’t I sell to consumers?’

�at’s a good question.

Madison’s channel-friendly 
D2C strategy

How Strauss Co�ee 
brews D2C success
�e Strauss Group launched a series of regional 
D2C co�ee sites on Magento Commerce.

Because consumers already knew the Strauss 
brands, the transition was an easy one.

Madison, the UK's leading bicycle parts distributor,
launched freewheel.co.uk, a D2C website that allows 
consumers to buy parts online and then pick them 
up at one of thousands of independent bicycle shops.

Madison sells more, and bicycle shops get new 
customers walking through their doorways.

�ree reasons to sell direct to consumer

Grow revenues
Many consumer goods manufacturers’ D2C 
revenues can actually exceed their wholesale revenues.

Understand your end customers
A D2C website can help you gather data on the people who actually use your products, 
which can help you re�ne pricing strategies and design new products.

Share your success with resell partners
When you sell D2C products, you can ask customers to pick them up at resell 
partners’ locations or refer them to partners for installation and support. 

See how Strauss Co�ee launched their global 
D2C eCommerce business.  

Learn how Magento Commerce supports click-and-collect 
for freewheel.co.uk.  
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Moving forward, companies with a D2C model that emerged will have to master 
diversi�ed supply chains and a stronger customer support system. Those that do will 
meet expectations about product availability and the shopping experience.

And D2C are putting established B2C brands under pressure: 80% of established B2C 
brands are feeling the in�uence of D2C brands.6

81% said that D2C brands have changed customer expectations of their own brands.6

2020 saw traditional business 
models disrupted. 
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